An immersible manometric sensor for measurement of humidity and enzyme mediated changes in dissolved gas.
An immersible manometric sensor was made by covering the gaseous cavity of a pressure transducer with a 1 microm controlled pore membrane. Transfer of gas across the membrane allowed the pressure transducer to record changes in humidity or dissolved gas when immersed in solution. By immersing the sensor in distilled water, atmospheric humidity could be estimated by the deficit of atmospheric vapor pressure from saturation. In another application of the sensor, CO(2) was monitored continuously. This was not possible in previous closed-reactor type manometric sensors, and may allow the new technology to be used in applications requiring continuous monitoring of a process or stream. By coupling the sensor with enzymes liberating or consuming dissolved gas, different chemicals could be estimated. Urea was estimated by first hydrolyzing it with urease and then measuring the resulting CO(2) gas in solution. Glucose was measured through its enzymatic oxidation by glucose oxidase. The sensitivity to urea over the range 0-2.5 mM was about 1.02 kPa/mM, and the standard error was 0.086 mM. Due to the lower solubility of oxygen, the sensitivity to glucose in a range from 0 to 10 microM was over 100 kPa/mM, with a standard error of only 0.76 microM. This sensitivity was not possible in closed-reactor type manometric sensors due to constraints of dimensioning the head space gas volume for reproducibility and effective mass transfer. The 90% rise times for the sensor ranged from about 1-60 min for the different applications. The dynamic characteristics of the device may be improved by using a membrane with greater porosity, higher rigidity and lower thickness, and by reducing the dimensions of the cavity volume in the sensor through integrated microfabrication of the membrane onto the transducer.